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Superficial Images by Peter Tillessen is the kind of book that makes me regret having come up 
with my photobook ratings. The ratings are good and useful for the large number of books 
they easily apply for. But a book like this one tends to have me struggle. So what’s going on 
here?

To begin with, Superficial Images made me laugh. It wasn’t the desperate laughter over a book 
being so bad that it was almost comical. No, the book is simply funny. Now, with a German 
critic writing about a German photographer’s book you might have some comments con-
cerning the idea of comedy. Outside of their home country, Germans are known for being 
good at a lot of things, humour not necessarily being part of those. For example, I once went 
through an exhibition of Hans-Peter Feldmann‘s work with students, and the only two people 
laughing were the (German) curator giving the tour and myself. Well, so it goes.

The idea of deadpan, for example, can be extremely funny to Germans, and here we are right 
in business concerning Superficial Images. The photographs in the book all look like they 
were taken with a point-and-shoot camera (with the film then processed in the “wrong” 
manner), and most of them aren’t very spectacular at all. But it is exactly that, their not-be-
ing-spectacular, that makes them immensely entertaining, especially given how they’re being 
combined with captions. The captions are either straight descriptions of what’s on view, or 
they’re completely made up nonsense (or maybe occasionally both). Because most of these 
photographs really aren’t very interesting pictures, the resulting effect is initially just baffling 
– until you decide to be in on the joke. It’s deadpan comedy, which, I’m pretty sure, won’t be 
very funny for those who struggle with the idea of deadpan in the first place.

Superficial Images was photographed on trips to the most nondescript places – even New 
York City is made to look just awful, and great fun is then being tickled out of exactly that. 
Beyond the comedy, there’s something intensely liberating about the book. It’s not just that 
it pokes fun at the pompous seriousness of so much of fine-art photography. It also uses 
photography in exactly the kinds of way we (in photoland) often wouldn’t even consider. 
There are a lot of pictures to be found all around us, and even the shitty ones might tell us 
something – if, and only if – we approach them with a different mindset. And let’s not forget 
that there already exists a canon of photography that ignores photoland’s insistence on the 
brilliant picture, instead finding the sublime in lousy pictures: think Ed Ruscha, Peter Piller, 
Hans-Peter Feldmann, and many more.


